
 

  
 

Third Grade News / Curriculum 04/08 to 04/12 Newsletter 

Reading: Reader, Scholastic News, National Geographic 

Focus Skills:  DLR: Sentence structure, spelling, syllabication, 

adjectives, base words, abbreviations, combining sentences 

context clues and correcting sentences. 

Spelling Unit: Unit #30 REVIEW UNIT - NO Pretest!! 

Wordly Wise: Lesson #14 - New Words!! 

Math: Chapter# 13: Perimeter and Area 

● Mon. NO SCHOOL 

● Tues. Chp#13 pgs. 753-758 

● Wed. Chp#13 pgs. 759-764 

● Thurs. Chp#13 pgs. 765-770 

● Fri. Chp#13 pgs. 771-776 

Science / Social Studies: 

● Google Classroom: Assignments!! 

○ Readworks:  

○ Edpuzzle: 

○ Persuasive Writing Assignment 

Social Studies/History: 

● Daily Geography 

Upcoming Events: 

APRIL 2019 

● 8th - Snow Make up (NO SCHOOL) 

● 12th-17th BOGO Book Fair!!! 

 

http://mrbrantley.weebly.com/news-blog  
Hello Parents, 
And we are now looking at six full weeks...YIKES!!!  I am panicking a little about getting in the last 
projects and fun experiences...really I am!!  I said at the beginning of the school year that I would 
run out of time.  Now is when I look at the time left and try hard to plan well and wisely for getting 
the most out of the rest of the year!! 
 
We are staying busy...but busy in the most productive way.  The current projects have gone well. 
Aqueducts (I know that seems strange) have been a great cruise through history and just a bit of 
informative writing/typing.  The projects created in the MinecraftEDU world are great.  Albeit a few 
of the “aqueducts” are a little over the top...they are quite creative.  Once everyone is done and 
pictures are done, I will try to get a good share solution...these are worth seeing! 
 
The ring project will go across the next couple weeks.  Research, writing, character development, 
comic drawing and writing….this will take some time!  The result will be great and I look forward to 
get the 3D printers working in full force as the projects are completed and ready to print! 
 
Next week we get to enjoy a great STEM lesson with Ms. VT.  This will be the last of the Purdue 
lessons...as they are nearing the end of their time in the classroom.  It doesn’t seem like it’s been 
long enough...but time slips by fast and maybe that is a sign that we are actually having fun?! 
 
Have a GREAT three day weekend!!!  See everyone back...EVERYONE back on Tuesday!!! 

Assignments page: https://sites.google.com/wl.k12.in.us/assignmentsrm35/home  

BOOK PROJECTS:  
5 projects due EACH grading period.  That means 5 due by MAY 17.  http://mrbrantley.weebly.com/book-projects.html   

http://mrbrantley.weebly.com/ 

brantleyd@wl.k12.in.us                             Mr. Brantley                            (765) 464-3212 
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Spelling Unit# 30 REVIEW UNIT 
NO Pretest Monday, Test Friday 

 
1. caught  

2. different  

3. easy  

4. favorite  

5. guess  

6. kept  

7. presents  

8. surprise  

9. swimming  

10. through  

11. replay  

12. restart 

13. unfold  

14. unlucky  

15. unpack  

16. unsafe  

17. unwrap  

18. beautiful  

19. careful  

20. finally  

21. happily  

22. happiness  

23. lively  

24. wonderful 

25. early  

26. search  

27. were  

28. word  

29. America  

30. cheer  

31. fair  

32. pair  

33. steer  

34. very  

35. year 

 
Wordly Wise Lesson #14 - continued 

***These words will NOT be on spelling,  

but will be used for meaning and sentence creation*** 

bold, cunning, deed, doze, jagged, 
positive, respect, responsible, 

smuggle, version 
 


